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Abstract: The effect of a strong magne t ic field .i.
1t 

" <.,) ... 

on collisions is Investigateo. These result s are applied to 

neoclassical ~ransport . Except f or extremely strong magne ti c 

ftelds, neoclassical transport is not modified significilntly. 

J 
So far in neoclassical transport theory a collision term had 

been used which is appropriate for a uniform plasma in the 

absence of a magnetic field, either a Lorentz !:lodel collision 

teIln which describes pitch angle scattering ll) or the Landau 

collision integral (21 In some cur rent and planned expeICiments 

as well as fu ture fusion reactors the electron cyclotror 

frequency..201. exceeds the electron plasma frequency Q~ Since 

the duration of a collision i s of the order of a plasma period 

one must expect modifications of the COllision process 

forst~ ~ <...:)<:. We have generalized the collision term to take 

accout of the magnetic field, anisotropy and inhomogeneity of 

the pla~.ma. From a finite Larmor radius e xpansion it can be 

shown that the flux across a mag-netic surface consists of a 

claSSical flux which is the same as for a uniform magnetic 

field, and a neocl~ssical flux which directly depends on the 

nonuniformity of the magnetic field. For the following it is 

very important to note that for the neoclassical flux we need 

only terms of the collision integral which depend on velocity 

gradients, i.e. correspond to a homogeneous plasma. 

We conSider transport processes in an a Xisymme tric system. 

For sufficiently_ small inverse aspect ratio c:: ~ r / R (r minor 

radius, R major radius) the neoclassical flux domina tes the 

classical flux. In the banana regime of weak colligons 

'" 
where ~ ..... . 0(.1) is the so called safety factor. Thus in the 

following we shall investigate the neoclassical flux only. 

Guiding center flux in a strong magnetic field has been 

investigated by several authors \.3,4,5, fI. 
The dor:l.nartcontribution to the neoclassical flux corr.es f rom 

the boundary layer between trapped and untrapped particles [11. 

Trapped particles have a very small velocity parallel t o the 

magnetic field, 'V,,~~ v It is to be expected that just 

these particles will be most strongly affected by the mlllgnetic 

field. We de5cribe collisions by the analog of the Lorentz 

collision term for a plasma in a magnetic f ield . 
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where~ is the angle between the velocity and the magnetic 

field. The collision frequencY"\l03C01 is given by 

where 

and "-.. n.It'",J..~, ~\lDebye length, the velocity v IS normalized to 

the thermal velocity and ~.·.,J-"Iv. ~~. oJ~fv , ",. <.:l~/~~. for 

cl.v4_ <1-7 logl\ the usual Coulomb logarithm. 

We assume a magnetic field of the form n. a Go., , ..... ; 1.,. \ ... " t.n.r 

where S; is the small azimuth. For trapped particles (and 

boundary layerl the flux is proportional to 

I TP" ?:: .. l 1. <:: In ~el!l "Iv, ') 151 

where 3\.. \ .. :t~~e , o..l~"I.~ .... ?(I_J../'-.... ) 

.........., , >12 -0z 
-vee'" ~d"" 4-r.-v"(h.r;) 'I'!. V'(2,'Vee '" 

is the "energy scattering frequency". (The colliSion term 

conserves energy). The average in b is taken over orbit of 

trapped particle with given A.. and r. Thus it is seen that the 

particle flux is proportional to the "energy dissipation" 
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over a trapped particle orbit. A similar expression ma y be 

Obtained for the untrapped particles, but their contr ibution 

is much smaller. To find the effect of a strong magnetic fiel d 

On neoclassical transport we thus have to investigate the 

dependence of ')",oa on the pitch angle for Oc:.::;~< ne: 
We have succeded in an approximate evaluation of 0) by various 

methods. We find that the collision frequency goes to zero as 

~. \-0oo""O,:l '/-lv'''' Since" is a very large number, typically 

10: this velocity is so small that we have to take account 

of t he ion thermal motion and higher order correlati ons . 

For parallel velocities in the range 'I ....... " <. .::t~ < '/'1..01.-.1 

we have 

H "" J), lOo!j\o(V~, ,,) 
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~!ost of the trapped particle motion fall,,; into this range. 

Performing the veloci t y integration (6) will approximately 

replace oI.v by,,(, Since the dependence of (,7) on the magnetic 

field is logarithl:lic we see that on l y for extremely strong 

magne t ic fields r:J. ~ \I,J: .. II~") co we have to expect a significant 

modification of transpo rt. The logarithmic dependence on the 

magnetic field ",ay be understood from the f act most of the 

electrons are not magnetized, kr L" I. Nagnetized electrons 

change only their gUiding center positions and do not contri

bute to D) . Guiding ce nter diff usion does not take place i f 

the i nteraction time is short compared to a gyro per iod . Por 

velocities approxim<ltely p arallel to the magnetic field, e . g . 

this requires i mpact parameters less than v/.2... ' i n any case 

less than the shielding length J..\) . 
The minimum impact parameter is AIl/" [l'om these considera-

tions we catl understand t he magnetic field dependence 

1-1""- j..... ~ ( ",t"t(l,1 
? 0'3 (+..I.t"L 
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